
CROWDSTRIKE CASE STUDY

Operating Engineers

Introduction

This case study of Operating Engineers is based on a March 2021 survey of
CrowdStrike customers by TechValidate, a 3rd-party research service.

“CrowdStrike has provided a level of protection we feel
comfortable with without extra management and monitoring.”

“We have been using CrowdStrike products and services for
over four years now and are very happy with it.”

“
Prior to CrowdStrike

Used the following endpoint security providers prior to switching to
CrowdStrike:

Cisco Amp

Industry Feedback

Agrees with the following when making digital transformation decisions:

ROI and overall value to the business are always top of mind

Removing manual processes and replacing with more automated
workflows is critical to digital transformation

An essential pillar of digital transformation efforts is driving innovation to
meet the evolving needs of the business

Important requirements in the decision-making process when considering
cloud security solutions:

Meeting and maintaining compliance and enforcing security policies
across multi-cloud environments

Reducing the time to remediate and eliminate security risks

Reducing alert fatigue and improving SOC productivity

Results

Values the following about CrowdStike:

Operationality – it just works

Seamless end-user experience (no reboots, no reimaging, etc.)

Single Agent – everything in one place

Threat intelligence to provide a full picture of attacks

Rates CrowdStrike on the following compared to other solutions they have
used:

Ability to prevent operational disruptions to the business: superior

Overall security: superior

Cost for value: significantly better

Organization Profile

Organization:
Operating Engineers

Industry:
Membership Organization

About CrowdStrike

CrowdStrike is the leader in
cloud-delivered next-
generation endpoint
protection. CrowdStrike has
revolutionized endpoint
protection by being the first
and only company to unify
next-generation antivirus
(AV), endpoint detection
and response (EDR), and a
24/7 managed hunting
service — all delivered via a
single lightweight agent.

Learn More:

CrowdStrike
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Source: Eddie Magardomyan, CIO, Operating Engineers
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